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Abstract. A search for ultra-high energy photons with energies above 1 EeV is performed
using nine years of data collected by the Pierre Auger Observatory in hybrid operation mode.
An unprecedented separation power between photon and hadron primaries is achieved by
combining measurements of the longitudinal air-shower development with the particle content
at ground measured by the fluorescence and surface detectors, respectively. Only three photon
candidates at energies 1 − 2 EeV are found, which is compatible with the expected hadron-
induced background. Upper limits on the integral flux of ultra-high energy photons of 0.027,
0.009, 0.008, 0.008 and 0.007 km−2 sr−1 yr−1 are derived at 95% C.L. for energy thresholds of
1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 EeV. These limits bound the fractions of photons in the all-particle integral
flux below 0.1%, 0.15%, 0.33%, 0.85% and 2.7%. For the first time the photon fraction at EeV
energies is constrained at the sub-percent level. The improved limits are below the flux of
diffuse photons predicted by some astrophysical scenarios for cosmogenic photon production.
The new results rule-out the early top-down models − in which ultra-high energy cosmic rays
are produced by, e.g., the decay of super-massive particles − and challenge the most recent
super-heavy dark matter models.
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1 Introduction
Ultra-high energy (UHE) photons are among the possible particles contributing to the flux of
cosmic rays. A flux of UHE photons is expected from the decay of pi0 particles produced by
protons interacting with the cosmic microwave background (CMB) in the so-called Greisen-
Zatsepin-Kuz’min (GZK) effect [1, 2]. The energy threshold of the process is about 1019.5 eV
and photons are produced on average with around 10% of the energy of the primary incident
proton. The energy loss for the GZK protons limits their range to about a hundred Mpc:
Only sources within this horizon contribute to the observed cosmic-ray flux above the GZK
energy threshold producing a cut-off with respect to a continuation of the power-law energy
spectrum. A flux suppression has been observed [3–6] but the current experimental results
are not sufficient to exclude other possible scenarios such as a limitation in the maximal
acceleration energy of cosmic rays at the source. A combined fit of the energy spectrum
and the mass composition measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory [7] - under simple
assumptions on the astrophysical sources and on the propagation of cosmic rays - seems to
favor the latter scenarios [8]. Results obtained by the Telescope Array Collaboration prefer a
GZK scenario when interpreting the observed mass composition as proton-dominated up to
the highest energies [9]. This is however challenged with the limits on cosmogenic neutrino
fluxes [10–12] and by the observed diffuse sub-TeV γ-radiation (see for example [13]). Within
this context, the observation of GZK (or “cosmogenic”) photons (and neutrinos) would be an
independent proof of the GZK process. The expected flux of GZK photons is estimated to be
of the order of 0.01-0.1% depending on the astrophysical model (e.g., mass composition and
spectral shape at the source) [14–16].
Moreover, a large flux of UHE photons is predicted in top-down models with ultra-high-
energy cosmic rays (UHECR) originating from the decay of supermassive particles. Some
of these models, severely constrained by previous experimental results on UHE photons [17–
20], have been recently re-proposed to accommodate the existing photon limits and to test
the lifetime-and-mass parameter space of putative Super Heavy Dark Matter (SHDM) par-
ticles [21]. As opposed to neutrinos, photons undergo interactions with the extragalactic
background light (EBL) inducing electromagnetic cascades, see e.g. [22]. This makes photons
– 1 –
sensitive to the extragalactic environment (e.g. EBL, magnetic fields). New physics scenar-
ios (e.g., violation of Lorentz invariance, photon-axion conversion) related to interaction or
propagation effects can also be tested with photons and neutrinos (see for example [23–26]).
The production of UHE photons at astrophysical sources accelerating high-energy hadrons
has been tested performing a blind search for excesses of photon-like events over the sky ex-
posed to the Pierre Auger Observatory [27] and searching for a correlation with the directions
of targeted sources [28]. These analyses consider events in the energy region between 1017.3
and 1018.5 eV. The reported null results set bounds to the photon flux emitted by discrete
sources and on the extrapolation of E−2 energy spectra of TeV (1 TeV = 1012 eV) gamma-ray
sources within or near the Galaxy.
No photons with energies above 1 EeV (1018 eV) have been definitively identified so far,
bounding their presence in the cosmic-ray flux to less than a few percent. Two analyses have
been conducted by the Pierre Auger Collaboration in previous work, each one optimizing the
energy range to the sensitivity of the two independent detectors comprising the Observatory.
The photon detection efficiency of the surface detector enables a photon search with large
event statistics at energies above 10 EeV [17]. The analysis, recently updated in [20], con-
strains the integral photon flux to less than 1.9×10−3, 1.0×10−3 and 4.9×10−4 km−2 sr−1 yr−1
above 10, 20 and 40 EeV, respectively. A second analysis based on the detection of air-showers
with the fluorescence telescopes operating in hybrid mode extended the energy range down
to 2 EeV with statistics lower by a factor 10 because of the detector duty cycle [18]. In that
work the identification of photon-induced air showers relied on the measurement of the depth
of the air-shower maximum for a sub-sample of hybrid events geometrically constrained to
ensure a composition-independent detection efficiency. Upper limits were placed on the inte-
gral photon fraction of 3.8%, 2.4%, 3.5% and 11.7% above 2, 3, 5 and 10 EeV, respectively. A
novel approach, combining the shower maximum observed by fluorescence telescopes and the
signal at ground measured by the surface detectors is presented here. With respect to [18], the
data set is updated adding six more years of data and the improved background rejection and
the use of a less stringent data selection allow one to achieve for the first time the sensitivity
required to explore photon fractions in the all-particle flux down to 0.1% and to extend the
search for photons to 1 EeV.
The paper is organized as follows. After a brief description of the Pierre Auger Obser-
vatory (section 2), the observables sensitive to the electromagnetic and hadronic nature of
extensive air showers (EAS) are introduced in section 3. The analysis is applied to 9 years
of high-quality selected data as discussed in section 4. The multi-variate analysis tuned to
identify photon-like events is described in section 5. In the absence of any significant signal,
upper limits on the integral photon flux are derived. Results and systematic uncertainties are
reported in section 6. A discussion is given in section 7 of constraints on astrophysical and
exotic models for the origin of UHECRs along with expectations of more sensitive searches
for UHE photons in the future.
2 The Pierre Auger Observatory
The Pierre Auger Observatory is located in Malargüe, Argentina, and consists of a surface
detector (SD) array of 1660 water Cherenkov stations deployed over a triangular grid of 1.5 km
spacing and covering an area of 3000 km2. The stations sample the density of the secondary
particles of the air shower at the ground and are sensitive to the electromagnetic, muonic and
hadronic components. The Cherenkov light produced in the water volume of the station is
– 2 –
collected by three photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) and measured in units of VEM (Vertical
Equivalent Muon, i.e. the signal produced by a muon traversing the station vertically). The
signals are acquired and sent to the central acquisition system if they are above a threshold
of 1.75 VEM in the three PMTs or if they match the time-over-threshold (ToT) algorithm
requirements of at least 13 time bins above a threshold of 0.2 VEM in a 3 µs window for at
least two PMTs. The threshold trigger selects large signals, not necessarily spread in time, and
is mostly effective for the detection of inclined showers for which only the muonic component
reaches the ground. On the other hand, the ToT trigger selects signals spread in time and is
thus more efficient for events with arrival directions closer to the zenith [29].
The SD array is overlooked by 27 telescopes grouped in 5 buildings forming the fluores-
cence detector (FD) [30]. The FD observes the longitudinal development of the shower by
detecting the fluorescence and Cherenkov light emitted during the passage of the secondary
particles of the shower in the atmosphere. Unlike the SD, the fluorescence telescopes work
only during clear and moonless nights, for an average duty cycle of about 14% [31].
The presence of aerosols and clouds alters the intensity of light collected by the tele-
scopes, the FD trigger efficiency and the observed longitudinal profile. Several monitoring
systems are installed to measure the aerosol content and the cloud coverage. The vertical
aerosol optical depth (VAOD) is measured using two lasers deployed at the center of the
array (the Central Laser Facility, CLF, and the eXtreme Laser Facility, XLF) [33–36]. Close
to each FD site, a lidar system [37] provides a cross-check of the aerosol content and measures
the coverage and height of the clouds. In addition, the cloud coverage for each pixel of the
FD is inferred from the analysis of the images acquired by the infrared cameras installed on
the roof of the FD buildings [38].
If at least one SD station detects a signal in time and spatial coincidence with the FD,
a hybrid reconstruction can be performed [30]. In the hybrid mode the geometry of the
event is determined from the arrival time of the light at the FD pixels with the additional
constraint provided by the timing information from the SD. The longitudinal profile is then
reconstructed taking into account the scattering and absorption of light from the shower axis
to the telescope. It is the main measurement for determining the energy of the primary cosmic
ray and constraining its mass [39]. The depth,Xmax, at which the shower reaches its maximum
development is directly derived from the fit of a Gaisser-Hillas function [40] to the longitudinal
profile of the air shower. The parameter Xmax is well known to be anti-correlated with the
mass of the primary cosmic ray at any fixed energy. The total energy of the primary particle
is determined from the integral of the fitted Gaisser-Hillas function corrected for the invisible
energy [41] carried by penetrating particles (mostly neutrinos and muons). The correction
is about 1% for electromagnetic showers and 10-15% for nuclear primaries depending only
weakly on the primary mass and on choice of the hadronic interaction models.
Unless differently specified, in this paper the photon energy Eγ is used as default for
simulations and data, independently of the nature of the primary particle.
3 Observables for the photon search
The search for UHE photon primaries is based on the different development and particle
content of electromagnetic and hadronic air-showers. The induced electromagnetic cascades
develop slower than hadronic ones so that Xmax is reached closer to the ground. Proton and
photon simulated showers have average Xmax values that differ by about 200 g/cm2 in the EeV
energy range. This difference is enhanced at energies above 1019 eV because of the Landau-
– 3 –
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Figure 1. Distributions of the zenith angle (left) and the distance of the shower axis to the FD
(right) are shown as examples of the agreement between time-dependent simulation (histograms)
and data (markers) in two separate energy intervals (below and above the “ankle” spectral feature
Eankle ' 1018.68 eV [5]). Events in data and simulations are selected applying the criteria described in
section 4, with the exception of the energy cut. Simulations are re-weighted according to the spectral
index given in [5] and a mixed composition (50% proton - 50% iron) is assumed.
Pomeranchuk-Migdal (LPM) effect [42, 43]. At higher energies, above 50 EeV, photons have
a non-negligible probability to convert in the geomagnetic field [44–46] producing a bunch
of low-energy electromagnetic particles, called “pre-shower”, entering the atmosphere. The
Xmax of the pre-showered cascades is smaller than for non-converted ones and the separation
between the average Xmax for photons and proton primaries is reduced.
The shower development and the nature of the primary cosmic ray determine the content
and the shape of the distribution of particles at ground as a function of the distance from
the shower axis (Lateral Distribution Function, LDF). Photon-induced showers generally
have a steeper LDF compared to hadron primaries because of the sub-dominant role played
by the flatter muonic component. The high-energy effects (LPM and pre-showering) do
not affect the muon content, however the different stage of shower development (i.e., Xmax)
leads to a modification of the observed LDF. Given the steeper LDF and the muon-driven
SD triggers, the footprint at the ground, and consequently the number Nstat of triggered
stations, is typically smaller for electromagnetic showers [47]. These features are combined in
the observable Sb [48]:
Sb =
N∑
i
Si
(
Ri
R0
)b
(3.1)
where Si and Ri are the signal and the distance from the shower axis of the i-th station,
R0 = 1000 m is a reference distance and b = 4 is a constant optimized to have the best
separation power between photon and nuclear primaries in the energy region above 1018 eV.
Detailed simulations of the air-showers and of the detector response have been performed
to study the photon/hadron discrimination. A data set of about 60000 photon-induced show-
ers have been generated with CORSIKA version 6.990 [49] with energy between 1017 eV and
1020 eV following a spectrum E−1 in bins of 0.5 in the logarithm of energy. Events are sampled
from an isotropic distribution, with the zenith angle θ ranging between 0 and 65 degrees. The
azimuth angle φ is uniformly distributed between 0 and 360◦. Pre-showering and LPM effects
are included in the simulations. Proton and iron showers are simulated with CORSIKA ver-
sion 7.4002 adopting the most up-to date hadronic interaction models, EPOS LHC [50] and
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Figure 2. Correlation between the discriminating observables used in the multivariate analysis for
the energy range 1018 < Eγ < 1019 eV: the red stars and the blue circles are the proton and photon
simulated events, respectively. Events are selected applying the criteria in section 4. For a better
visibility of the plot only 5% of events are plotted and a shift of 0.25 is applied to Nstat for proton
events.
QGSJET-II-04 [51]. A total of 25000 showers have been generated for each hadronic model
and primary type. Each shower is resampled 5 times, each time with a different impact point
at ground uniformly distributed within an area enclosing the array and a border such that the
trigger efficiency of each surface station is less than 1% outside it [47]. Events are processed
through the Oﬄine software [52] which includes a detailed simulation of the FD and the light
propagation from the shower to the FD camera and a Geant4-based [53] simulation of the SD.
A time-dependent approach developed for the energy spectrum in [32] is used for a realistic
estimate of the detection efficiency and the discrimination performance. In this approach,
the actual status of the FD and the SD, as well as the atmospheric conditions, are taken into
account and the events are distributed according to the on-time of the hybrid detector. As
validations of the procedure, Fig. 1 demonstrates the comparison between data and simula-
tions for two reconstructed observables (zenith angle, left, and the shower-axis distance from
the telescope, right) in two energy intervals. Fig. 2 shows the correlation between the discrim-
inating observables Xmax, Sb, Nstat for selected samples of well reconstructed photons (blue
circles) and protons (red stars) events, the latter ones being the main source of background
for this study.
4 Data set
The analysis presented in this work uses hybrid data collected between January 2005 and
December 2013. Selection criteria are applied to ensure a good geometry and profile re-
construction and a reliable measurement of the discriminating observables. These cuts are
detailed below.
Trigger and detector levels. The initial data set (trigger level) consists of all events
passing the very loose trigger requirements of the data acquisition [30]. Consequently it
includes a fraction of events that are not due to air-shower events (e.g. lightning or low energy
events with a random-coincidence station) and are thus discarded. Data periods without good
FD or SD working conditions, mostly during the construction phase of the observatory (e.g.,
camera calibrations in the FD and unstable conditions of the SD trigger) are rejected.
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Criteria N events efficiency [%]
Trigger 3306730 –
Detector 1490335 45.07
Geometry 610192 40.94
Profile 62776 10.29
Eγ > 10
18 eV 18968 30.22
Sb 17297 91.19
Atmosphere 8178 47.28
Table 1. Event selection criteria, number of events after each cut and selection efficiency with respect
to the previous cut.
Geometry level. The station selected in the hybrid reconstruction is required to be within
1500 m of the shower axis and its timing has to be within 200 ns of the expected arrival
time of the shower front [30]. Hybrid events with a successful reconstruction of the shower
axis (χ2 of the temporal fit has to be smaller than 7) and with a zenith angle up to 60◦ are
considered. More inclined events are not included in this analysis because of the absorption
of the electromagnetic components of the EAS in the atmosphere and the resultant small
trigger efficiency for photons at low energies. As a quality selection criterion, the angular
track length, defined as the angular separation between the highest and lowest FD pixels in
the track, is required to be larger than 15◦. A resolution better than 50 m on the core position
and of 0.6◦ on the arrival direction are obtained with these cuts for events with energy above
1018 eV. Events are selected if they land within a fiducial distance from the telescope for which
the FD trigger efficiency is flat within 5% when shifting the energy scale by ±14% [32]. This
distance, parameterized in different energy intervals, is based on simulations and is mostly
independent of the mass composition and hadronic models. It is around 14 km at 1018 eV
and 30 km at 1019 eV.
Profile level. For a reliable measurement of the Xmax and of the energy, the goodness
of the Gaisser-Hillas fit is tested requiring a reduced χ2 smaller than 2.5. The request of
a viewing angle between the shower axis and the telescope larger than 20◦ rejects events
pointing toward the FD and having a large Cherenkov light contamination. To avoid biases
in the reconstruction of the longitudinal profile, the Xmax has to be observed in the field of
view of the telescope and gaps in the profile have to be shorter than 20% of the total observed
length. To reject events with a flat profile, for which the Xmax determination is less reliable,
the ratio between the χ2 of a Gaisser-Hillas and a linear fit of the profile is required to be
smaller than 0.9 [18]. Events are selected if the relative uncertainty on the reconstructed
energy is smaller than 20%. These criteria ensure an energy resolution between 10 and 15%
improving with energy and an Xmax resolution from about 20 g/cm2 at 1018 eV to about
15 g/cm2 above 1019 eV.
Sb selections. Artificially small values of Sb and Nstat can be obtained for events landing
in region of the array close to the borders or with incomplete station deployment (during
the construction phase of the Observatory) or having stations inactive because of temporary
detector inefficiencies. To reject these events, which would mimic photon candidates, at least
4 active stations are required within the first 1500 m hexagon around the station with the
largest signal. This criterion rejects 9% of the events.
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Figure 3. Left: curve of the background rejection efficiency against the signal efficiency for different
algorithms and observables. Right: distribution of the Boosted Decision Tree observables for signal
(photon, blue), background (proton, red) and data (black). For simulations both the training and the
test samples are shown. The cut at the median of the photon distribution is indicated by the dashed
line. QGSJET-II-04 used as high-energy hadronic interaction model.
Atmosphere. To minimize biases from possible distortions of the longitudinal profile pro-
duced by clouds, a measurement of the cloud coverage by infrared camera or by the lidar sys-
tem is required to be available and to be lower than 25%. Time periods without information
on the aerosol content of the atmosphere or with poor viewing conditions are excluded re-
quiring that the measured vertical aerosol optical depth (VAOD), integrated from the ground
to 3 km, is smaller than 0.1.
The selection efficiencies with respect to the full set of recorded events are given in
table 1. The final data set among which photon candidates are searched for contains 8178
events with energy Eγ larger than 1018 eV.
5 Analysis
To identify a possible photon signal among the large background due to hadronic primaries, a
multivariate analysis is performed adopting different algorithms. The Boosted Decision Tree
(BDT) has been found to provide the best separation. This method has also the advantage
of being more stable against the inclusion of observables with weak discriminating power.
The variable ranking gives Xmax as the strongest variable followed by Sb and Nstat. To take
into account the energy and angular dependences of these three observables, the energy and
zenith angle are included in the multivariate analysis. A test excluding the least significant
discriminating observable, Nstat, has been performed to evaluate its impact on the separation
power. The background rejection versus signal efficiency for the BDT using all observables
and for the case excluding Nstat are drawn in Fig. 3 (left). For a photon selection efficiency
γ = 50% the use of Nstat reduces the background contamination by more than a factor 2,
from 0.37% to 0.14%. Thus the analysis is performed considering all discussed observables.
In the preliminary analysis presented in [19], a Fisher method trained only with Xmax and
Sb and optimized in three different energy ranges was adopted for the sake of simplicity. For
comparison, the performance of the Fisher algorithm is also illustrated in Fig. 3 (left). The
background rejection efficiency is found to be around 99% for γ = 50%. In the multivariate
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Figure 4. Left: Longitudinal profile and Gaisser-Hillas fit of one of the selected photon candidates
(ID 6691838). Right: Correlation plot of Xmax and Sb for the candidate (blue star) and dedicated
proton events simulated with the same energy, geometry and detector configuration as the real event
(red dots). Three out of 3000 simulated proton showers are selected as photon candidates (black
circles).
analysis events are weighted according to a power law spectrum E−Γ with Γ = 2. The
performance of the BDT (using all the discriminating observables) has been tested against
the variation of the spectral index. For a simulated flux with Γ = 1.5 and Γ = 2.5, the
background contamination at 50% of the photon efficiency is 0.07% and 0.24%, respectively
(cfr. 0.14% obtained in the case Γ = 2). These results are expected due to the larger (smaller)
contribution of the highest energy events for which Xmax and Sb have better separation.
The BDT response is given in Fig. 3 (right) for data and for photon and proton QGSJET-
II-04 simulations. The discrepancy between the data and the proton simulations is in agree-
ment with the current experimental indications of a composition varying from light to heavier
composition in the EeV range [39, 54, 55] and the muon deficit observed in simulations with
respect to the Auger data [56, 57]. To identify photons, a cut is defined at the median of
the BDT response distribution for photons. This way, the signal efficiency remains constant
independently of the composition and hadronic model assumptions. Events having a BDT
response larger than the median cut (dashed vertical line in Fig. 3, right) are selected as
“photon candidates”. A background contamination of ∼ 0.14% is obtained for proton showers
using QGSJET-II-04 and it becomes ∼ 0.21% when the EPOS LHC model is used. This back-
ground level overestimates the one expected in data because of the composition and muon
arguments discussed above. As a reference, the multivariate analysis has been performed
providing a mixture of 50% proton and 50% iron as input to the training phase. The back-
ground contamination in this case reduces to ∼ 0.04% with the main contribution coming
from the smaller values of Xmax. For the available data set, this background contamination
corresponds to 11.4 (3.3) events in the case of a proton (mixed) composition, assuming the
QGSJET-II-04 model.
The BDT analysis is applied to the full data set described in section 4. After the selection
8178, 3484, 2015, 983 and 335 events are left for the analysis above 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 EeV,
respectively. Three events pass the photon selection cuts and all of them are in the first
energy interval (1 − 2 EeV), close to the energy threshold of the analysis. This number of
events is compatible with the expected nuclear background. Details of the candidate events
are listed in table 2. The arrival directions of the three photon-like events have been checked
against a catalogue of astrophysical sources of UHECRs whose distance is limited to a few
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Event ID Eγ [EeV] Zenith [◦] Xmax [g/cm2] Sb [VEM] Nstat l [◦] b [◦]
3218344 1.40± 0.18 34.9± 0.9 851± 31 2.04± 0.77 2 218.21± 1.29 -25.67± 0.36
6691838 1.26± 0.05 53.9± 0.3 886± 9 4.94± 1.21 2 100.45± 0.57 -46.25± 0.25
12459240 1.60± 0.14 49.4± 0.4 840± 21 9.57± 2.56 3 324.94± 0.37 -24.70± 0.60
Table 2. List of the events selected as photon candidates with the main quantities used for photon-
induced air-showers identification and with their arrival directions in galactic coordinates (l,b).
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Figure 5. Hybrid exposure for photon primaries
in the time interval 01/01/2005 - 31/12/2013, in-
tegrated between E0 and 1020 eV, assuming a
power law spectrum with Γ = 2. Systematic un-
certainties due to the ontime and the trigger effi-
ciency are shown as a gray band.
Detector systematic uncertainties
Source Syst. uncert. UL0.95 change
(Eγ > 1 EeV)
Energy scale ± 14% (+18, -38)%
Xmax scale ± 10 g/cm2 (+18, -38)%
Sb ± 5% (-19, +18)%
Exposure ± 6.4% (-6.4, +6.4)%
Table 3. Relative changes of the upper limits on
the photon flux for different sources of systematic
uncertainties related to the detector. Only the first
energy bin (Eγ > 1 EeV) is reported as the mostly
affected one.
Mpc because of UHE photons interaction on the extragalactic background radiation [28]. The
smallest angular distances between the candidates and any of the objects in the catalogue
is found to be around 10◦. One candidate (ID 6691838) was also selected in a previous
analysis [19]. Its longitudinal profile is shown in Fig. 4 (left). In Fig. 4 (right), the values
of Xmax and Sb for this event are compared to the measured ones in dedicated simulations
having the same geometry and energy of this event. In the data sample of simulated protons,
three out of 3000 showers pass the photon selections and are misclassified, in agreement with
the expected average background contamination.
6 Results
Since the number of selected photon candidates is compatible with the background expecta-
tion, upper limits (UL) on the integral photon flux at 95% confidence level (C.L.) are derived
as:
Φ0.95UL (Eγ > E0) =
N0.95γ (Eγ > E0)
Eγ(Eγ > E0|E−Γγ )
(6.1)
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Figure 6. Upper limits on the integral photon flux derived from 9 years of hybrid data (blue arrows,
Hy 2016) for a photon flux E−2 and no background subtraction. The limits obtained when the
detector systematic uncertainties are taken into account are shown as horizontal segments (light blue)
delimiting a dashed-filled box at each energy threshold. Previous limits from Auger: (SD [20] and
Hybrid 2011 [19]), for Telescope Array (TA) [59], AGASA (A) [60], Yakutsk (Y) [61] and Haverah
Park (HP) [62] are shown for comparison. None of them includes systematic uncertainties. The
shaded regions and the lines give the predictions for the GZK photon flux [14, 16] and for top-down
models (TD, Z-Burst, SHDM I[63] and SHDM II [21]).
where N0.95γ is the Feldman-Cousins upper limit at 95% CL on the number of photon
candidates assuming zero background events and Eγ is the integrated exposure above the
energy threshold E0, under the assumption of a power law spectrum E−Γ (if not differently
stated Γ = 2 as in previous publications [17]):
Eγ = 1
cE
∫
Eγ
∫
T
∫
S
∫
Ω
E−Γγ (Eγ , t, θ, φ, x, y) dS dt dEdΩ (6.2)
with  being the overall efficiency for photons as a function of energy (Eγ), time (t), zenith
angle (θ), azimuth (φ) and position (x,y) of the impact point at ground. cE is a normalization
coefficient: cE =
∫
E−ΓdE. Ω is the solid angle and the area S encloses the array and
corresponds to the generation area used for the simulations. The hybrid exposure after
photon selection criteria is shown in Fig. 5 (left).
Using equation 6.1 and the analysis trained on photon and proton QGSJET-II-04 sim-
ulations, with spectral index Γ = 2, upper limits to the integral photon flux are set to 0.027,
0.009, 0.008, 0.008, 0.007 km−2 sr−1 yr−1 for energy thresholds of 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 EeV. They
are derived under the conservative choice that the expected background is zero (relevant here
only for E0 = 1 EeV) which makes the limits more robust against hadronic interaction and
mass composition assumptions. Rescaling the photon flux limits by the measured all-particle
spectrum [5] results in photon fraction limits of 0.1%, 0.15%, 0.33% 0.85% and 2.7% for the
same threshold intervals.
The robustness of the results is tested against several sources of systematic uncertainties.
Some of them (see table 3) are related to the detector knowledge and the data reconstruction.
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A contribution of ±6.4% applies to the exposure (gray band in Fig. 5) and is obtained as a
quadrature sum of the 4% uncertainty on the ontime [31] and the 5% uncertainties in the
FD trigger efficiency after the fiducial distance cut (section 4). The other terms are due
to the uncertainties on the energy scale, Xmax and Sb. Since these variables are used in
the multi-variate analysis, the impact of their systematic uncertainties on the upper limits
is evaluated through altering the data by ±1σsyst and applying the BDT to the new data
set. Each variable is considered separately even if a correlation is expected between the
systematic uncertainties on Xmax and energy scales because of the event reconstruction and
the atmospheric contributions. A shift by ∆Xmax = ±10 g/cm2 [39] changes the number
of selected candidates by +1−2 in the first energy interval (E0 > 1 EeV) and leaves unaffected
the limits at larger energy thresholds. The same result is obtained when applying a shift
of Eγ by ∆E = ±14% [58]. The systematic uncertainties on Sb are mostly due to the time
synchronization between SD and FD and the possible misalignment of the telescopes which
can affect the geometry reconstruction. The latter is periodically tested using lasers and time
periods having misaligned mirrors are rejected from the analysis. The SD/FD synchronization
is checked using dedicated lasers shots which are observed by the FD and for which a signal is
simultaneously sent to an SD station connected to CLF through an optical fiber. Moreover,
the discrepancy between the core position reconstructed in hybrid and in SD-only modes −
having independent systematics on the geometry reconstruction − are compared in data and
in simulations. The difference between data and simulations is about +10 m in both easting
and northing coordinates and independent of the zenith angle. It translates in a variation of
Sb by less than 5%. When applying a shift by ∆Sb = ±5% to data, the number of candidates
changes by −1+1 in the energy range 1−2 EeV. The relative change in the upper limits when each
of the sources of systematic uncertainty is considered separately is given in the last column
of table 3. As an additional test, an altered data set is generated applying a combined shift
(+∆Xmax, +∆E, -∆Sb) which would make data more similar to photon events. The number
of candidates found in this scenario is 11, 1, 0, 0 and 0 above 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 EeV. Six of
the candidates between 1 − 2 EeV were initially at energy below 1 EeV and the candidate
with energy above 2 EeV was previously not selected by the BDT cut. The maximum range
of variation of the upper limits when considering all the experimental systematics (data and
exposure) is shown in Fig. 6 as horizontal segments delimiting a dashed-filled box around each
energy thresholds. Other contributions, related to the assumptions used to train the BDT
and select photon-like events, have been considered and for each of them the full analysis,
including BDT and selection optimization, data processing and exposure calculation have
been performed. The selected number of candidates and the derived limits are summarized
in the table 4 for each of the tested models. To take into account the lack of knowledge
on the hadronic interaction models and the mass composition, the search for photons has
been performed using the Epos-LHC model and a proton-iron mix, respectively. Moreover,
given the large uncertainties on the predicted flux of GZK photons, strongly dependent on
the astrophysical scenarios, and for consistency with previous results, a simple power-law
assumption with Γ = 2 is used in the paper as baseline. In the table 4, an estimate of the
upper limits variation is provided in a range of values describing possible GZK photon fluxes.
7 Discussion and conclusions
The upper limits derived in this paper are drawn in Fig. 6 compared to other experimental
results and to the photon flux predicted for the GZK and the top-down models. In the
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E0 [EeV] 1 2 3 5 10
Hadronic model (Epos LHC)
Nγ 7 1 0 0 0
Φ95%C.L. 0.043 0.015 0.008 0.008 0.008
Mixed composition
Nγ 2 0 0 0 0
Φ95%C.L. 0.041 0.019 0.008 0.007 0.007
Spectral Index Γ = 2.5
Nγ 6 1 0 0 0
Φ95%C.L. 0.046 0.017 0.010 0.009 0.009
Spectral Index Γ = 1.5
Nγ 3 0 0 0 0
Φ95%C.L. 0.025 0.008 0.008 0.007 0.006
Table 4. Impact of systematic uncertainties related to the model assumptions on the number of
candidates (Nγ) and on the upper limits (Φ95%C.L., in km−2sr−1yr−1.). For each model, the BDT is
trained and is applied to select photon-like events in data and to calculate the exposure.
previous paper [18] hybrid events with large Xmax were used to search for photons above 2, 3,
5 and 10 EeV. Eight candidates were found in the first two energy intervals and upper limits
were derived on the fraction of photons in the all-particle spectrum. The new results lower
the upper limits on the photon fraction by a factor 4 at energies above 5 and 10 EeV and up
to a factor 25 at Ethr = 2 EeV. This is a consequence of the larger exposure - which equally
affects all energy intervals and is responsible for the factor 4 improvement in the two highest
energy bins - and the reduced background contamination which explains the remaining gain
at low energies. The factor 4 increase of the exposure is mostly due to the accumulation of 6
years of data. An additional gain arises from the accurate calculation of the exposure based
on time-dependent simulation, avoiding the application of a fiducial cut used in the past to
mitigate the dependence of the detector acceptance on mass composition [18, 64]. Moreover,
the present analysis based on a BDT and on the combination of SD and FD observables
achieves a background contamination of about 10−3 (∼ 4 · 10−4) for protons (proton-iron
mix), which is at least 10 times lower compared to previous estimations [18, 19] and has also
allowed extending the analysis down to 1 EeV.
Some top-down scenarios proposed to explain the origin of trans-GZK cosmic rays
(dashed lines) are illustrated though mostly rejected by previous bounds on the photon flux.
A recent super-heavy dark matter proposal (SHDM II) developed in the context of an in-
flationary theory is shown as a long-dashed line. The case of a SHDM particle with mass
Mχ = 4.5 × 1022 eV, life-time τχ = 2.2 × 1022 yr and inflaton potential index β = 2 is only
marginally compatible with the limits presented in this work and severely constrained by the
limits from the surface detector data [20], in agreement with the interpretation of the Planck
results in [65]. Constraints on the lifetime-and-mass parameter space of SHDM particle can
be imposed by current and future limits on the photon flux, as obtained for example in [66].
The achieved sensitivity allows testing photon fractions of about 0.1% and exploring the
region of photon fluxes predicted in some optimistic astrophysical scenarios (GZK proton-I
in Fig. 6) [14]. A significant increase of the exposure is required to test more recent proton
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scenarios [16] (GZK proton-II in the figure) assuming a maximum acceleration energy of
1021 eV and a strong evolution of the source which is only partially constrained by the limits
on the neutrino flux above 10 PeV [11]. Under similar astrophysical assumption but with
the acceleration of iron primaries at the source, the predicted flux of cosmogenic photons
is suppressed by a factor 10. Extrapolating the present analysis up to 2025 would reach
flux limits of a few times 10−3 km−2 sr−1 yr−1 at the EeV energies which is at the upper
edge of the GZK proton-II expected flux region. A factor 10 larger statistics can be gained
with a future SD-based analysis above about 1018.5 eV using new SD triggers that have been
installed in all array stations and that are designed to enhance photon and neutrino detection
efficiencies [7, 67]. A deployment of a 4 m2 scintillator on top of each SD is foreseen as a part
of the AugerPrime upgrade of the Observatory to determine the muon content of the air-
showers at the ground which may provide further information to distinguish between photon-
and hadron-induced showers [68].
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